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A Dialectical Body of  Mirror–Tseng ChienYing ’s Solo Exhibition  

What is Longer, A Tree or A Night 
 

Article by Yu-Chang Shen 
 

In December 2022, Tseng ChienYing  will be holding a solo exhibition titled What is Longer, A Tree or A Night 

at Each Modern, featuring a theme that alludes to the Mohist Canon. In challenging the School of Logicians’ 

thought of “similarity and difference unity,” the Mohist Canon analyzed various types of similarities and 

differences before concluding that heterogeneous qualities cannot be compared due to fundamentally distinct 

standards of measurement. Hence the determination of whether a tree is longer than a night is exactly an 

example of fallacy comparison. These debates are not about making false statements to confuse the general 

public. Ultimately, the theory of “all things being equal” aims to “remove social class” and “halt military forces” 

for followers to “love everything in this world.” Mozi’s followers spoke of the concepts of “universal love” 

and “anti-war,” which still need to be examined from the perspective of the similarity-difference debate. 

 

However, is it really impossible to compare trees and nights on a scale of length? Tsun-Shing Chen asked a 

rhetorical question in the foreword for What is Longer, A Tree or A Night: “Is the length comparison based on 

an extension of scale or time? Let’s think about which is longer in the dimension of time–a tree or a night?” 

While “night” is a temporal concept and “tree” is a spatial concept, they both involve the motion of matter 

through space and time in the respective senses of Earth rotation and arboreal growth. A night is only a flash 

compared to a month or year, but it can be longer than a mountain or plain considering the Earth’s 

circumference over its rotation. A tree may be insignificant compared to a mountain or plain, but a 1000-year 

tree is much longer than a month or year! Are trees and nights really heterogenous from each other? 

In an interview, Tseng elaborated on his interpretation of “comparison” versus “measurement” in this 

exhibition. He believes that seemingly incompatible objects in extreme comparisons such as “What is Longer, 

A Tree or A Night” can actually be juxtaposed. Particularly, the similarities and distinctive meanings of different 

qualities can be examined from multiple perspectives by a comparison through graphical juxtaposition. To 

Tseng, such a type of comparison is not a contradiction but rather a measurable leap of change. The scale of 

this measure is a matter of creative self-cultivation. 

 

Although Tseng’s exhibition is an allusion to the classic Mohist Canon, he has creatively adapted the proposition 

in his work. Instead of comparing the length of a tree versus night, his work examines the breadth across the 

“type” and “heterogeneity” of these two objects. For example, Resurgence, Mnesia, and Ace of Wands feature 
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natural landscapes or phenomena such as foggy mist, steep mountains, and burning flames in contrast to body 

parts like sideburns, eyebrows, or handheld objects like cigarette butts and flower bouquets. These graphic 

comparisons certainly create thought-provoking, complex connotations that are humorous yet satirical at the 

same. 
 

For example, cigarette butts are magnified to the size of rock cliffs to highlight the contrast between smokers’ 

focused gaze and relaxed mental state while looking at the cigarette sparks. Alternatively, lily petals are depicted 

as moving flames that endow flowers, originally a simple symbol of affection, with stress-provoking burden 

and oppression. Although this type of dialectical graphics can be easily  misinterpreted as connotation-oriented 

persuasive paintings, Tseng manages to avoid such misleading interpretation through the tension of graphical 

dialectics and suspense. The key to this approach lies in the artist’s styling.    

 

 
Tseng ChienYing, Amnesia, 2022, mineral pigment color and ink on paper, 137.5 x 70 cm 

 

With a specialization in the “concave-convex method,” Tseng expresses this thousand-year old technique in a 

whole new way. The traditional concave-convex method is one that depicts undulating surfaces through 

smudging. In contrast, Tseng uses the concave-convex method to paint dynamic tensions of compression 
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rather than static undulating objects. The characters in Twilight always remind me of the twisted facial 

expressions when children squeeze their faces against clear glass windows. Despite the indifference on their 

faces, these characters seem to possess infinite surges of desires and suppressed, spontaneous madness under 

their muscular skin. 

 

 
Tseng ChienYing, Twilight, 2022, mineral pigment color, ink and gold foil on paper, 137 x 95 cm 

 

The muscles maintain a dangerous balance under seemingly normal human facial expressions. However, this 

balance can be instantly disrupted by emotional changes, as expressed by the ferocious, non-human faces in 

Hoax and Parody. The powerful tension of compression from these muscular graphics not only comes from 

bulky muscles, but also appears everywhere on the images. The beefy muscles seem to be coming out of the 

artist’s clear acrylic frames. Furthermore, these nearly naked characters express an unusual obsession with the 

remaining accessories on their bodies. These metal pieces and jewelry resemble heavy shackles that either pinch, 

restrict, or puncture the characters’ callus and spasming skin in The Unbearable Lightness, Precious, and Metaphysics 

respectively. 
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Tseng ChienYing, Precious, 2022, mineral pigment color, Ink, gold foil, silver foil and black foil on paper, 100 x 90 cm 

 

The breathtaking surface tension and the vigorous undercurrent in Tseng’s paintings not only reflect the 

relationship between skins and muscles, but also provokes thinking on the relationship among facial 

expressions, postures, and internal feelings. While the former is often used to associate humans and utensils, 

the latter is applied to express human-human and human-animal interactions. In Couch Chocolate, the character 

is lying on the couch and playing with a dog. However, the otherwise enjoyable activity features smirky 

character expressions, bulky muscles, oppressive postures, and a fiercely struggling dog. As opposed to creating 

a leisurely atmosphere, the painting reminds viewers of frustrating wrestles and distorted heartbreaks in intimate 

relationships. In Greetings, the character appears to be quite distressed with a dog curling around and constricting 

his neck like a fox fur scarf. With a visible anus, the dog sticks out its tongue to touch the nose, displaying a 

complex mixture of flattery and disgust. 
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Tseng ChienYing, Greetings, 2021, mineral pigment color and ink on paper, 78 x 110 cm 

 

Since paintings are expressed through a static medium, it is an ongoing challenge for artists to attract viewers 

to their paintings for as long as possible. Other than graphically creating endless connotations for viewers to 

explore, the more important and direct challenge is how to display life through character styling. Tseng is very 

familiar with the styling techniques of traditional east Asian paintings. Despite looking intensely deformed, his 

characters can always harmonize with the image background like playing a distinct melody on the same tempo. 

It should be noted that the tempo and melody of styling are based on blocks instead of lines. In a way, perhaps 

we can think of the blocks in his style as a double-hooked expansion of lines. However, these blocks of “lines” 

are not drawn using centered tips (zhongfeng), but in slanted-tips (cefeng) instead. Interestingly, Tseng applied 

such slanted-tips to the round, fluid shapes of jade chopstick script (yujin zhuan), forming long, double-hooked 

lines that resemble seal script-like inscriptions with no traces of any centered tips. 

 

By applying the concave-convex method, Tseng’s smudging in the center reminds viewers of reliefs or 

inscription rubbings. I do not classify the lines in Tseng’s paintings as “contour” because the blocks are barely 

two-dimenstional or composed of geometrically static closed spaces anymore–they are dynamic, powerful 

blocks full of dialectical tension. Rather than a seal script-like inscription, Tseng’s image layout looks more like 

an eaves tile made of clay sticks that contemplates the visual and tactile relationship between separation and 

unity. Personally, I perceive Tseng’s characters as a dialectical body that mirrors a variety of images and 

connotations. Through imagination, viewers can visually transform the images by projecting energy and 

emotions into them and making careful observations. At that moment, the physical body in the painting is not 
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a mind-blocking barrier anymore. When we look at the paintings, we see not the classic figures of our time but 

ourselves instead. 


